EXHIBIT “A”

T-2860 “Security Uniforms”  SCOPE OF WORK

CNM Security is requesting bids for the purchase of uniforms and winter coats for security officers/supervisors. The current staffing consist of (58) SO –I/ (8) SO-III positions. The uniforms will be phased in as needed to replace the current 511 uniforms currently in use. The officer(s)/supervisor(s) will be fitted at the vendor’s location. The uniform pants will be hemmed to fit the person, replacement of zippers/tailoring as needed to be included in the bid price. The current uniform assignment are (5) shirts (combination of short and long sleeves, (5) pants, (1) winter coat, (3) shorts and (3) polo shirts (combination of long and short sleeve). CNM Security will supply the patches but vendor will be responsible for sewing onto the shirts, polo and coat to be included in the bid price. The department will supply a diagram and or give instructions to the vendor indicating the location of the patches on the sleeves. The delivery of the uniform shall be 3 days from the date of the fitting/order.

Specifications:

Dark Navy (color) Cargo pants, Elbeco-TEX2 tactical series or equal performance, men’s/women’s cargo design, item # E614RN/E9614LCN 65% polyester, 35% cotton stretch twill weave machine washable, sizes to vary and quantity to be determined by new hires and annual replacement.

Dark Navy (color) Cargo shorts, Elbeco-TEX2 tactical series or equal performance, men’s/women’s cargo design, item # E714N/E9714LC 65% polyester, 35% cotton stretch twill weave machine washable, sizes to vary and quantity to be determined by new hires and annual replacement.

Dark Navy (color) shirts, Elbeco-TEX2 or equal performance, men’s/women’s item # G974N/G964N 65% polyester, 35% cotton stretch twill weave machine washable, sizes to vary and quantity to be determined by new hires and annual replacement.

Dark Navy (color) uniform polo shirts Elbeco UFX or equal performance, men’s/women item # K5104/K5124 100% polyester with moisture control and anti-microbial technology machine washable, sizes to vary and quantity to be determined by new hires and annual replacement.

Dark Navy (color) uniform winter jacket Elbeco Summit Lifesaver II or equal performance, item # 39404 reversible or equal, outer; 3ply textured taslan nylon, inner 100% polyester 6.1 oz. /sq. Yd. machine washable, sizes to vary and quantity to be determined by new hires and annual replacement.